
Enigma’s IL-2 1946 Pop-Up Event
Enigma's Pacific Bonanza 

Last Update to this FAQ: September 9, 2022

Discord: https://discord.gg/3ZMttnKmkh

This is for a one day event. You absolutely need to read all the slides 
pre-appendix. If you do not, it will be clear to us and you will not be able to join 
us.

The event will be September 24th at 2:00pm EDT. Meet on Discord.

https://discord.gg/3ZMttnKmkh


Server Basics
Purpose

The purpose is to revisit IL-2 1946 because no modern air sim has all important theaters covered such as the WWII Pacific. Additionally, IL-2 1946, still to 

this day offers, the most immersive experience in terms of trying to capture the scale of WWII. We wanted to get people together to have a large scale 

PVP experience that involves moving AI assets. This is for fun.

Server Name: Enigma’s Pacific Bonanza

Server Location: Ireland

Server IP: 86.44.10.245:21000

Game: IL-2 1946 (Version 4.2.12 READ THE INSTRUCTIONS ON THE NEXT SLIDE)

Mod: HSFX 7.0.3 (See next slide for install instructions)

Rules

-This is for fun and not for competition so don’t be a dick.

-You must read the FAQ in order to play. If we find someone blocking the take offs because they did not map something they are getting kicked

-If you try to ruin this event, you are being banned on both this server and the Cold War Server as we will have your IP. 

Credit

This was made entirely by Shermy#2519 and Milk#3013 from the /simg/ community. Both of them made the mission entirely. I (Enigma) am only 

involved to help get people to populate the server so we can all have fun. All credit goes to Milk and Shermy for building and testing the mission. 

Special thanks to Lithium9672 for hosting

Special thanks to the /simg/ community for QA

I would like to also take a moment and thank our community. Simming is very niche and multiplayer simming is even more niche so it is nice we can all 

come together to have fun for these sorts of things.



Mod Install Guide
STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Download 1946 and patch/downgrade your game to 4.12.2 (use the beta tab in properties on steam)

2. HSFX 7.0 on Mega: HSFX 7.0 (5.28GB) 

- Your best bet is to use the following  Torrent Link.

- If you use the torrent link, please consider seeding so that others can download quickly. 

 3. Download HSFX 7.0.3 patch found here: HSFX 7.0.3 Patch (92MB)

 4. Once you've downloaded the above you will go into your HSFX 7.0 download and run the .exe. Choose your IL-2 1946 install (MAKE SURE IT IS 

PATCHED TO 4.12.2) as your directory and let the program do its job. Boot the game once then close it.

5. After you've installed HSFX 7.0 move onto the 7.0.3 patch and install it by dragging and dropping the 7.0.3 files into your IL-2 1946 directory. (DO 

NOT USE THE AUTO-UPDATER IT'S BROKEN)

 6. Now you should have HSFX 7.0.3 installed. Go into your directory and find JSGME.exe and run it. Enable the following addons in the specific 

order:

(HSFX History mod, Hakenkreuz Enabler, Carrier Takeoff 5.7 for HSFX 7, NightBombsites, Perfect Map Textures, TIGER Flyby's.) Click close once 

they are enabled.

7. Boot HSFX using the il2fb.exe application.

8. In the bottom left during booting you should see “V 4.12.2m HSFX 7.0.3” if you don’t, you messed up.

9. Go to Set Up > Video Modes > Driver > OpenGL 

https://mega.nz/file/enQzFaBR#x4yvIleSZ8WFNHGZJho2816-q4dw0V1Y1nL0qnnncRQ
https://www.mission4today.com/index.php?name=Downloads3&get=1785
https://www.mission4today.com/index.php?name=Downloads3&get=2313


Mission Briefing
Historical Background / Inspiration

The tug of war being waged by the Japanese and American forces over Guadalcanal resulted in numerous nightly raids down what was known as “The Slot”. 

Japanese fleets would steam south and bombard the airfield then escape before dawn. Both sides were simultaneously landing supplies and troops during the 

later months of 1942. During November of 1942 the Japanese put together one last ditch effort to destroy Henderson Field and retake the Island, both sides 

suffered heavy losses and numerous capital ships sank but ultimately the US would be victorious which pushed the Japanese off Guadalcanal after driving 

enemy fleets back with Battleships and sinking troop transports with aircraft. 

Mission Briefing

November 1942 - The Japanese are sending an attack fleet to bombard Henderson Field 

and the docked supply ships. The Americans must defend their airfield and destroy 

the enemy ships. 

Japanese Force:

3x Carriers (rear carrier is for landings only, the forward 2 will be occupied with spawning aircraft)

1x Airfield

1x Seaplane Pen

1x Attack Fleet

American Force:

1x Airfield

1x Seaplane Pen

3x Carriers (rear carrier is for landings only, the forward 2 will be occupied with spawning aircraft)

Win Condition

-One side wins if they sink all of the enemy’s carriers

-Japan will win if they destroy the airfield and the nearby docked ships and keep a carrier 

alive

-USA wins if they manage to defend their airfield by sinking enough of the Japanese attack fleet and keep a carrier alive

USA Japanese

SBD-3 Dauntless A6M3/A6M3 Mod.22

P-39D (1 & 2) B5N2 Kate

P-400 D3A2 Val

P-40E Warhawk G4M1-11 Betty

TBF-1 Avenger Ki-43-ic

F4F-4 Wildcat H8K1

PBY Catalina A6M2-N

B-17E Flying Fortress



-The Americans should locate the Japanese attack fleet as quickly as 

possible. The recon planes from the US Seapen base are recommended. 

-The Japanese must hit Henderson airbase while also defending their 

fleets. The Americans must find the enemy fleet, strike it while defending 

Henderson.

-The Japanese should be able to hit Henderson off-the-bat before their 

fleets are spotted. Then from there, the Japanese actions are based if the 

Americans found their fleets yet.

-If the Japanese Attack Fleet reaches Henderson intact they will destroy 

everything.

-The carrier fleets move on both sides. 

-We recommend players play both fighters and attackers, as well as 

switch sides between missions. 

-Torpedoes are not easy to use if you are new/don’t have practice.

-Airfield spawns are easier to take off and land from. Carriers are harder 

to use but can prove to be beneficial.

-If you don’t know what you are doing, leave your radiators open or you 

will overheat. In combat you can close them. Reopen to cool.

-Discord channels will be set up for voice comms. We recommend people 

who feel comfortable doing flight leads to advertise their flight and what 

discord channel they are using in-game text. People are free to fly 

together or on their own.

-There is a 3rd carrier lagging behind each carrier fleet, it is for RTB only

Gameplay Tips

- Players are meant to work as a team and form coordinated flights. The 

targets and their AAA coverage are tuned to reflect this intention.

- If you cannot spawn at a carrier it means the flight deck is full. The 

airfield is a viable take off point and very relevant for the mission.



To Do List To Be Ready
Most of us have not played IL-2 1946 in 10+ years. In order to have fun it is important that you understand all of these things or the mission will 

breakdown in a disaster. It is imperative that you complete this list BEFORE we play or you will be part of the chaos. Imagine 20+ players all lifting 

from a carrier when half of them do not have keybinds set up to launch properly. We will kick players who are not ready. We will be too busy 

managing the mission to help players. This list is comprehensive and acts as your guide to ensuring you have a good time.

Game & Installation

You must have the game and mod fully installed. You need to validate this by following the instructions in slide #3.

Keybinds

Do NOT set this up the day of, do it before. You must have all of these keys bound in order to play:

Engine On/Off (default i key, in multi-engine planes you have to start each engine individually)

Toggle Wingfold (This will let you fold or unfold wings, IMPORTANT!!!. Carrier planes default with wings folded)

Toggle Chocks (This lets you lift from carrier, IMPORTANT!!!)

Gears Up/Down

Gears Up/Down Manual (Only applicable if you intend to fly the F4F Wildcat)

Weapon Group 1 & 2 (Fire Machine guns/Cannons)

Weapon Group 3 & 4 (Drop bombs/rockets/torpedoes)

Toggle Gunsight (Shift-F1 by default, nestles view to the gunsight and also used to look through bombsights) [D3A1 and Ki-44 only: CTRL-D to open sight]

Toggle Arresting Hook (Tailhook to let you land on carrier)

Open/Close Bomb Bay Doors (To drop your eggs, applies to the TBF, B-17E, and G4M1)

Tailwheel lock/unlock (optional, recommended for bigger aircraft and carrier flights)

Radiator (Default R)

Level Stabilizer (This is like level autopilot, not all planes have it)

Select Engine #1 / Select Engine #2 [...] 3 and 4 (For multi-engine planes, you will also want to bind Select All Engines)

Brakes (Default B)

Wingtip Smoke (Default T is useful to identify yourself with people you are on comms with)

Bail Out (Yeet yourself)

We would recommend not binding anything that uses left-shift, this brings up a console menu and it’s annoying. (See next page for a solution)

VR Players: No one who is involved in setting this up plays VR (sorry). We recommend using TrackIR or hat-switch view.



QOL Suggestions
Controller Limitations

-IL-2 1946 will only recognize the first 3 devices on your computer (head tracking is not included in this. You can use pedals + stick + throttle + 

TrackIR fine)

Hardcoded Console Keybind
- IL-2 1946 has a console menu that is opened with the shift key, and can be a cause of constant annoyance. If you notice your controls not 

responding, you may have inadvertently opened the console or chat menu. There’s no way to change or disable this in-game, but you can edit 

the conf.ini file in your 1946 directory to disable the menu.

- Ctrl-F for Hotkey Console, the first line will say “Shift Tab = Activate”, delete Shift Tab and save the config file.

Disable Intro Movie
- The intro movie can be disabled in the config file as well.

- Open the conf.ini file in your game directory. Ctrl-F for Intro, set the value for this line to 0 and save the config file.

Long Loading Times with DP/Multi-Monitor Setups
- Being as old as 1946 is, some users with DisplayPort or multi-monitor setups can experience excessive load times.

- The Screenmode Mod is meant to solve this issue, simply download and run the .exe.

 

http://www.mediafire.com/file/xm5c5epgvq75cf3/ScreenMode_v1.0.exe


Last Notes
Please go on Enigma’s discord and go to #roles and opt-in to the 1946 role (IJN flag). This will let you get important updates for this event. 

The server is up and can be connected to. The IP is located on slide #2. We would recommend loading in to make sure you can properly join the server. 

A training mission is set up so you can practice. 

We have no idea how many people will come. We have space for 100 players. First come, first serve.

Questions should go in the #il2-general channel in discord. Shermy is the one that made the mission he can answer more specific questions.

A discord event has been set up. If you intend to join, please click this so we know you plan to come to this event.

If you reached this far then this means you read the FAQ.

There are plane specific guides if you want to go deep on them in the appendix.

https://discord.com/channels/820829993831366656/857962804228915281
https://discord.com/channels/820829993831366656/903012245498396762
https://discord.gg/zYc6A45k?event=1017779256425721886


Extra suggestions
To keep yourself from being unrecognizable, please go to the main menu, then select Pilot. When you’re changing your name around make 

sure you make the name you want broadcasted to be under “callsign” 

Extra visual settings and options are available, here are some recommended mods:

Blender Waves by Herra Tohtori

https://www.sas1946.com/main/index.php/topic,23714.0.html


Appendix



F4F-4

Type: Carrier-Borne Fighter Major Users: US Navy

Cockpit Guide:

1 Compass 8 RPM Indicator

2 Artificial Horizon 9 Oil Temperature

3 Altimeter 10 Free Air Temperature

4 Airspeed Indicator 11 Oil Temp & Pressure; Fuel Pressure

5 Turn & Bank Indicator 12 Fuel Level

6 Variometer 13 Primer Pump

7 Manifold Pressure 14 Compass



(F4F-4 continued)At a Glance:

Engine:
1 x R-1830.

Power: 1,200 HP.

Armament:
∙ 6 x .50 cal MG

Advantages:
∙ Good durability;
∙ Adequately armed.

Disadvantages:
∙ Poor maneuverability;
∙ Lack of performance.

Pilot Notes:

∙ Switch supercharger speeds at 2,500 meters (8,200 feet) and 4,800 meters (15,750 feet)
∙ Flaps are automatically retracted at 250 km/h (155 mph)
∙ Gear can only be operated manually; you have to manually assign keys for it in the Controls 

section.



P-400

Type: Fighter Major Users: USA; RAF

Cockpit Guide:

1 Altimeter 12 RPM Indicator
2 Compass 13 Clock
3 Compass 14 Oil Pressure
4 Artificial Horizon 15 Carburetor Air Temperature
5 Airspeed Indicator 16 Suction Gauge
6 Variometer 17 De-Ice Switch
7 Turn & Bank Indicator 18 Cylinder Pressure
8 Manifold Pressure 19 Fuel Pressure Warning Light
9 Coolant Temperature 20 Oxygen Flow Indicator
10 Oil Temp & Pressure; Fuel Pressure 21 Landing Gear Indicator Lights
11 Fuel Level 22 Ammeter



(P-400 continued)At a Glance:
Engine:

1 x V-1710-35
Power: 1,200 HP

Armament:
∙ 1 x 20mm cannon (nose)
∙ 2 x .50 cal machine gun (nose)
∙ 4 x .30 cal (wings)
∙ 500 lb bomb

Advantages:
∙ Reasonably maneuverable at lower altitudes;
∙ Adequate armament

Disadvantages:
∙ Performance drop-off at high altitude;
∙ Poor low-speed handling.

Pilot Notes:

∙ Adequate dogfighter with good all-around performance.
∙ The P-39 will easily stall from rough handling, and therefore should be flown very gently especially in horizontal 

maneuvers.
∙ It will hold its own against many early fighters, however the Zero and its Japanese counterparts will run circles 

around the Cobra, while it stalls all over the sky. Avoid turning dogfights with the Japanese planes at all costs.
∙ P-39 is an very stable gunnery platform. While the wing .50-caliber machine guns are not very effective, the 

nose 20mm cannon is quite powerful and can bring down most targets in a few hits.
∙ Best performance altitude is between 1,500 and 3,000 meters. Performance begins to deteriorate above 5,000 

meters



P-39D-1

Type: Fighter Major Users: USA; RAF

Cockpit Guide:

1 Altimeter 12 RPM Indicator
2 Compass 13 Clock
3 Compass 14 Oil Pressure
4 Artificial Horizon 15 Carburetor Air Temperature
5 Airspeed Indicator 16 Suction Gauge
6 Variometer 17 De-Ice Switch
7 Turn & Bank Indicator 18 Cylinder Pressure
8 Manifold Pressure 19 Fuel Pressure Warning Light
9 Coolant Temperature 20 Oxygen Flow Indicator
10 Oil Temp & Pressure; Fuel Pressure 21 Landing Gear Indicator Lights
11 Fuel Level 22 Ammeter



(P-39D-1 continued)
At a Glance:

Engine:
1 x V-1710-35

Power: 1,200 HP

Armament:
∙ 1 x 37mm cannon (nose)
∙ 2 x .50 cal machine gun (nose)
∙ 4 x .30 cal machine gun (wings)
∙ 500 lb bomb

Advantages:
∙ Reasonably maneuverable at lower altitudes;
∙ Powerful armament

Disadvantages:
∙ Performance drop-off at high altitude;
∙ Poor low-speed handling.

Pilot Notes:

∙ Adequate dogfighter with good all-around performance.
∙ The P-39 will easily stall from rough handling, and therefore should be flown very gently especially in horizontal 

maneuvers.
∙ It will hold its own against many early fighters, however the Zero and its Japanese counterparts will run circles 

around the Cobra, while it stalls all over the sky. Avoid turning dogfights with the Japanese planes at all costs.
∙ P-39 is an very stable gunnery platform. While the wing .50-caliber machine guns are not very effective, the 

nose 20mm cannon is quite powerful and can bring down most targets in a few hits.
∙ Best performance altitude is between 1,500 and 3,000 meters. Performance begins to deteriorate above 5,000 

meters



P-39D-2

Type: Fighter Major Users: USA; RAF

Cockpit Guide:

1 Altimeter 12 RPM Indicator
2 Compass 13 Clock
3 Compass 14 Oil Pressure
4 Artificial Horizon 15 Carburetor Air Temperature
5 Airspeed Indicator 16 Suction Gauge
6 Variometer 17 De-Ice Switch
7 Turn & Bank Indicator 18 Cylinder Pressure
8 Manifold Pressure 19 Fuel Pressure Warning Light
9 Coolant Temperature 20 Oxygen Flow Indicator
10 Oil Temp & Pressure; Fuel Pressure 21 Landing Gear Indicator Lights
11 Fuel Level 22 Ammeter



(P-39D-2 continued)At a Glance:
Engine:

1 x V-1710-35
Power: 1,200 HP

Armament:
∙ 1 x 20mm cannon (nose)
∙ 2 x .50 cal machine gun (nose)
∙ 4 x .30 cal (wings)
∙ 500 lb bomb

Advantages:
∙ Reasonably maneuverable at lower altitudes;
∙ Adequate armament

Disadvantages:
∙ Performance drop-off at high altitude;
∙ Poor low-speed handling.

Pilot Notes:

∙ Adequate dogfighter with good all-around performance.
∙ The P-39 will easily stall from rough handling, and therefore should be flown very gently especially in horizontal 

maneuvers.
∙ It will hold its own against many early fighters, however the Zero and its Japanese counterparts will run circles 

around the Cobra, while it stalls all over the sky. Avoid turning dogfights with the Japanese planes at all costs.
∙ P-39 is an very stable gunnery platform. While the wing .50-caliber machine guns are not very effective, the 

nose 20mm cannon is quite powerful and can bring down most targets in a few hits.
∙ Best performance altitude is between 1,500 and 3,000 meters. Performance begins to deteriorate above 5,000 

meters



P-40E

Type: Fighter Major Users: USA; USSR

Cockpit Guide:

1 Compass 10 Gear & Flap Position Indicator

2 Artificial Horizon 11 Clock

3 Turn & Bank Indicator 12 RPM Indicator

4 Airspeed Indicator 13 Compass

5 Altimeter 14 Oil Pressure

6 Variometer 15 Oil Temp & Pressure; Fuel Pressure

7 Manifold Pressure 16 Landing Gear Warning Light

8 Carburetor Air Temperature 17 Fuel Level Warning Light

9 Coolant Temperature



(P-40 continued)
At a Glance:

Engine:
V-1710-39

Power: 1,150 HP

Armament:
∙ 6 x 12.7 mm MG
∙ 1 x 227 kg (500 lb) bomb
∙ 2 x 45 kg bombs

Advantages:
∙ Increased firepower over earlier P-40s;
∙ Sturdy aircraft that can endure a great deal of punishment.

Disadvantages:
∙ Slow;
∙ Lacks maneuverability;
∙ Low climb rate;
∙ Largely obsolescent by any standards before it even entered production.

Pilot Notes:

Take-Off Speed: 160 km/h / 95 kts Landing Speed: 
155 km/h / 85 kts Combat Engine Setting: 3,000 
RPM Best Cruise: 2,600 RPM
Economy Cruise: 2,500 RPM Prop Pitch 
Control: Manual Mixture Control: Manual
Boost: No
Supercharger: No

∙ P-40 is somewhat inferior to contemporary enemy fighters, however in capable hands it can win a fight 
against almost any opponent.

∙ Against the Luftwaffe, the key to winning aerial combat with the P-40 is to get the enemy to slow down and 
commit to a turning fight or rolling scissors. These fights are P-40’s strong point and Germans will usually 
lose. In vertical combat P-40 can still defeat a FW- 190, but a Bf-109G and above is greatly superior to the 
P-40 in the vertical.

∙ Against the Japanese, the P-40 does not fare quite as well. Against the early Japanese fighters superior 
speed, especially in a dive, can be used; however against more capable Japanese planes, the best 
strategy is to have a good wingman.

∙ P-40 is a stable gunnery platform. The wing machine guns are best used at the convergence range, and 
usually take a 2-3 second burst to bring down a target

∙ Best performance altitude is between 1,000 and 3,500 meters. Worst performance above 6,000 meters



SBD-3

Type: Carrier-Borne Dive Bomber Major Users: USA

Cockpit Guide:

1 RPM Indicator 9 Variometer
2 Manifold Pressure 10 Clock
3 Altimeter 11 Cylinder Head Temperature
4 Compass 12 Suction Gauge
5 Artificial Horizon 13 Oil Temperature
6 Oil Temp & Pressure; Fuel Pressure 14 Fuel Level
7 Airspeed Indicator 15 Compass (not shown)
8 Turn & Bank Indicator

Other Playable Crew Positions:

Rear Gunner



(SBD continued)
At a Glance:

Engine:
1 x R-1820-52

Power: 1,000 HP

Armament:
∙ 2 x .50 cal MG;
∙ 2 x .30 cal MG rear cockpit;
∙ Bombs: 1 x 1,600 lb or 2 x 147 kg.
∙ External Fuel: 2 x 220 L.

Advantages:
∙ Stable gun platform;
∙ Good defensive field of fire.

Disadvantages:
∙ Mediocre performance;
∙ Insufficient armor protection;
∙ Unstable in dive (partially solved by perforated flaps).



A6M3

Type: Fighter Major Users: Japan

Cockpit Guide:

1 Artificial Horizon 11 Altimeter
2 Turn & Bank Indicator 12 Cylinder Head Temperature
3 Clock 13 Oil Temperature
4 Airspeed Indicator 14 Manifold Pressure
5 Compass 15 Oxygen Quantity
6 Variometer 16 Oxygen Pressure
7 Fuel Pressure & Oil Pressure 17 Fuel Level (Wing)
8 RPM Indicator 18 Fuel Level (Fuselage)
9 Compass 19 Internal System Indicator
10 Magnetos



(A6M continued)
At a Glance:

Engine:
NK1C Sakae-12

Power: 1,130 HP

Armament:
∙ 2 x 7,7-mm Type 97 machine guns
∙ 2 x 20-mm Type 99 wing cannons
∙ 2 x 60 kg bombs

Advantages:
∙ Speed, maneuverability and range undreamed of by other contemporary carrier borne fighters;
∙ Good cockpit visibility.

Disadvantages:
∙ Poor pilot protection;
∙ No self-sealing fuel tanks

Pilot Notes:

∙ Switch supercharger speeds at 3,300 meters (10,800 feet)
∙ Wing Fold: This key will toggle your carrier-borne aircraft’s wings between the up and down position. Not all aircraft are so equipped. None of the 

land-based aircraft have this feature, and many carrier-borne planes, such as the SBD Dauntless or the F4F-3 were also not historically equipped with 
folding wings.
We do not recommend using this feature while airborne. That doesn’t mean you shouldn’t try it once. Or twice.

∙ Change seat position: this key toggles the pilot’s seat height between two presets: high and low. This feature is intended for use during take-offs and 
landing to help look over the aircraft’s nose. High position should not be used in combat as it prevents you from using your gunsight. You must open 
your canopy first before raising your seat.
This function ONLY works on the A6M Zero, F4U Corsairs and F4F/FM Wildcat series of planes. All other planes did not have seat systems that could 
be controlled by pilot in- flight.

∙ Arrestor Hook: toggles your aircraft arresting hook between the up and down positions. Used to land on an aircraft carrier.
NOTE: not all planes are equipped with the arrestor hook.

∙ Chocks: These are used to fix your aircraft on the carrier deck, and to reach full throttle before beginning to move. Otherwise a heavy aircraft, 
especially carrying extra fuel or ordnance, may not be able to reach sufficient speed if it begins moving before reaching max RPM. This is especially 
true for slow moving or stationary carriers, as their speed is added to your plane’s speed during take-off. In other words, an aircraft carrier moving at 20 
miles per hour adds 20 mph to your airspeed even when you remain stationary with your engine off. If the carrier however is not moving, it means you 
need to reach an even higher speed before you run out of deck.
You’re not required to use chocks, and can release them at any time and simply use wheel brakes, however chocks provide much better control 
over your aircraft’s speed when you increase RPM.
After landing on a carrier, if you wish to watch other AI or human-controlled planes land, move to the front of the ship and engage chocks. Otherwise the 
motion of the ocean may cause your plane to slide and fall overboard.



D3A1

Type: Carrier-Borne Dive Bomber Major Users: Japan

Cockpit Guide:

1 Airspeed Indicator 12 Internal System Indicator
2 Turn & Bank Indicator 13 Manifold Pressure
3 Altimeter 14 RPM Indicator
4 Artificial Horizon 15 Mixture Indicator
5 Clock 16 Cylinder Head Temperature
6 Compass 17 Landing Gear Indicator Lights
7 Variometer 18 Fuel Level (Wing)
8 Compass 19 Fuel Level (Fuselage)
9 Fuel Pressure; Oil Pressure 20 Oxygen Pressure
10 Oil Temperature 21 Oxygen Quantity
11 Pilot’s Direction Indicator



(D3A1 continued)

Other Playable Crew Positions:

Rear Gunner

At a Glance:Engine:
1 x Kinsei-44

Power: 1,075 HP

Armament:
∙ 2 x Type 97 7.7mm machine guns (forward)
∙ 1 x Type 92 7.77 machine gun (rear)
∙ Up to 370 kg of bombs

Advantages:
∙ Stable gun platform;
∙ Allows for precise dive bombing;
∙ Long range.

Disadvantages:
∙ Poor crew protection;
∙ Low durability;
∙ Low speed.



Ki-43-Ic

Type: Fighter Major Users: Japan

Cockpit Guide:

1 Airspeed Indicator 8 Fuel Pressure
2 Turn & Bank Indicator 9 Oil Pressure
3 Variometer 10 Oil Temperature
4 Manifold Pressure 11 Landing Gear Indicator Lights
5 Compass 12 Cylinder Head Temperature
6 Altimeter 13 Exhaust Temperature
7 RPM Indicator 14 Ammeter

At a Glance:
Engine:

1 x Army Type 99
Power: 950 HP

Armament:
∙ 2 x 12.7mm Type 1
∙ 30 kg of bombs

Advantages:
∙ Excellent maneuverability;
∙ Easy to fly.

Disadvantages:
∙ Low speed;
∙ Weak armament.



G4M1-11

Type: Bomber Major Users: Japan

Cockpit Guide:

1 Variometer 21 Airspeed Indicator
2 Turn & Bank Indicator 22 Turn & Bank Indicator
3 Airspeed Indicator 23 Altimeter
4 Artificial Horizon 24 Manifold Pressure (Engine #1)
5 Compass 25 Manifold Pressure (Engine #2)
6 Altimeter 26 RPM Indicator (Engine #1)
7 Inclinometer 27 RPM Indicator (Engine #2)
8 Flap Position Indicator 28 Exhaust Temperature (Engine #1)
9 Internal System Indicator 29 Exhaust Temperature (Engine #2)
10 Free Air Temperature (Left) 30 Fuel Pressure; Oil Pressure (Engine #1)
11 Free Air Temperature (Right) 31 Fuel Pressure; Oil Pressure (Engine #2)
12 Flap Ind. & Landing Gear Indicator Lights 32 Cylinder Head Temperature (Engine #1)
13 Pilot’s Direction Indicator 33 Cylinder Head Temperature (Engine #2)
14 Compass 34 Oil Temperature (Engine #1)
15 Compass 35 Oil Temperature (Engine #2)
16 Artificial Horizon 36 Fuel Level (Right Outboard)
17 Compass & Bank Indicator 37 Fuel Level (Right Inboard)
18 Autopilot Status Indicator 38 Fuel Level (Fuselage)
19 Voltmeter 39 Fuel Level (Left Inboard)
20 Clock 40 Fuel Level (Left Outboard)



(G4M continued)

Other Playable Crew Positions:

Bombardier Nose Gunner Top Gunner

Tail Gunner Waist Gunners (L + R)

At a Glance:

Engine:
2 x MK4A Kasei 11

Power: 2 x 1,530 HP

Armament:
∙ 4 x Type 92 7.7mm machine guns
∙ 1 x Type 99 20mm cannon
∙ Up to 800kg of bombs

Advantages:
∙ Easy to fly;
∙ Reliable;
∙ Excellent defensive coverage;
∙ Multifunctional.

Disadvantages:
∙ Poor damage threshold;
∙ Low bomb load.

Pilot Notes:
∙ Switch supercharger speeds at 3,000 meters (9,840 feet)
∙ The Betty is a very fragile aircraft, so try not to get hit too much.
∙ Unlike most other bombers with only machine guns for defensive armament, the Betty has a 20mm 

cannon in the tail. It is absolutely devastating. If any enemy fighters are foolish enough to attack you 
from behind, use it to your advantage.



(G4M continued)
Using the Level Sight:

∙ The level bomb sight will automatically calculate the bomb trajectory and impact point based on the aircraft’s 
current airspeed and altitude. The bombardier must enter these parameters into the sight manually, and point 
it at the target. Then the sight will automatically track the target, and drop the bombs automatically at the right 
time.

∙ As the first step, bombing altitude and aircraft speed must be entered into the bombsight. The actual altitude 
above target (not above sea level) can be entered using the Increase Bombsight Altitude and Decrease 
Bombsight Altitude keys. The plane speed is entered using the Increase Bombsight Velocity and Decrease 
Bombsight Velocity keys. Note that the true (not indicated) airspeed must be set. It can be obtained from the 
speed gauge when in No- Cockpit View mode.

∙ After the initial parameters are entered, the bombardier has to acquire the target with the bombsight 
crosshair. Tap the Toggle Gunsight key (Shift-F1 by default) to look through the optics. Use Increase 
Bombsight Distance and Decrease Bombsight Distance to adjust the bombsight viewing angle up, and scan 
the horizon for the mission target.

∙ If the target does not appear along the centerline of the bomb sight optics, make minute changes to your 
plane’s course. Then using the Increase Bombsight Distance and Decrease Bombsight Distance keys place 
the crosshair on target. With the target dead center, turn on the targeting computer using the Toggle 
Bombsight Automation key. The bombsight will begin tracking the target. Correct the crosshair movement with 
the Increase Bombsight Velocity and Decrease Bombsight Velocity keys if necessary.

∙ The bombs will drop automatically when the plane reaches the proper position for a bomb drop, based on 
the input parameters and the optics angle.

∙ Note that after starting the bomb run, a plane may not be banked more than 4.5 degrees or the bombsight 
will lose stability. Only slight adjustments in direction are allowed. After more substantial maneuvers the 
bomb sight may take up to 30 seconds to stabilize. During the stabilization phase, the bomb sight crosshairs 
are turned off.


